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Welcome to
October at IKEA
The October look is inspired by the Dutch master painters and
sets the mood for the darker season. The style is traditional and
the colours include neutrals and warm, earthy colours such as
rusty red and dark greens. Tulips take centre stage, inspiring us
as patterns and colour combinations.
Among the product highlights, there is a big emphasis on
storage. We are launching two furniture families for sleep and
storage in a traditional style that can be used across the home.
The children’s room sees a new system with storage and sleep
solutions that can grow with the child, from baby to teen. Other
news includes a dining table in a traditional style, baskets in
natural fibres, frying pans made of carbon steel and a mug
made of surplus glass. A new water-saving tap steps up the
design factor in the bathroom, while helping to save on waterbills. These are just some of the highlights in a launch that feels
nostalgic, taking us back to another day and age.
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KRISTINELUND mirror
Reflections in rattan
Put up a mirror that is more than just functional. The oval
KRISTINELUND mirror is made in the natural fibre rattan that
gives character and warmth. It’s decorative and reflects light,
making the room look brighter and bigger.

PH172536 KRISTINELUND mirror 24,99 104.704.39
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Being handmade by skilled artisans in
collaboration with our IKEA designers,
no two KRISTINELUND mirrors are exactly
the same.

PH172537 KRISTINELUND mirror 24,99 104.704.39
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HAUGA series
A traditional series across the home
We are now welcoming an entirely new versatile family to our
range. HAUGA series comes in a traditional style and combines
open and closed storage in, for example, a bedroom, living
room, kitchen or hallway. There are chests of drawers, cabinets,
a sideboard, TV bench, wardrobes and upholstered bed frames.
They’re designed with attention to details and alignment
between the units, to make them look neat when put together.
The series is versatile, as you can create small or big solutions
depending on the space and needs. The units have a unique
top shelf with framed sides that are designed to optimise and
create extra storage space by allowing items to be stored there.
The timeless, traditional design makes the style of HAUGA one
to love throughout the home and for year after year – all at
great value for money.

PH172484 HAUGA series. High cabinet with 2 doors 129,- Grey 604.150.54 Sideboard 149,- Grey 304.569.08
Open wardrobe with 3 drawers 139,- Grey 804.249.67
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PH172482 HAUGA open wardrobe with 3 drawers 139,- Grey 804.249.67

HAUGA series combines open and closed
storage across the home, with a unique
top shelf with framed sides that gives extra
space for storing things.

PH172481 HAUGA high cabinet with 2 doors 129,- Grey 604.150.54
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With a timeless, traditional style, HAUGA
sideboard can be used across the home.
With a scratch-resistant surface, it’s great for
storing glass, plates or pots and pans.

PH172483 HAUGA sideboard 149,- Grey 304.569.08
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IDANÄS series
A series for sleep and storage
This month sees the introduction of a versatile family. Made in a
classic traditional style, IDANÄS series offers sleep and storage
solutions to be used across the home. Whether as solitaires or
combined, each piece is highly functional with smart storage
solutions integrated into the design. You can combine bed
frames, wardrobes, different chests of drawers and a bedside
table.
Each function offers quality features, from smooth running
parts to solid wood drawers and legs. The wardrobe and
cabinets have bi-folding doors which is handy in a small space.
Available in white or a dark brown stain, this a long-lasting
series that you can easily take with you when moving homes, as
it’s assembled and disassembled using wedge dowels.

PH172621 IDANÄS wardrobe 299,- Dark brown stained 504.588.31
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PH172620 IDANÄS cabinet with bi-folding doors 199,- White 204.588.23

IDANÄS cabinets and wardrobes have bifolding doors which is handy in a small space.
PH172618 IDANÄS cabinet with bi-folding doors 199,- White 204.588.23
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SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap
Tap into water-savings
Our new SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap combines great design,
sustainability and price. The black tap is equipped with cold
start, so no unnecessary warm water is used, and a watersaving aerator. The tap is made of sturdy, high-quality materials
giving it a long life, and enabling us to offer a 10-year guarantee
on it. Couple this with its incredibly low price, and we can only
say that SALJEN is a great value tap that also helps you tap into
savings on your water bills!

PH172485 SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap 20,- 403.854.92
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The cold start function that is included in
SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap means that
you save hot water and energy every time
you lift the lever, as it avoids the unnecessary
use of hot water for daily rituals like
brushing your teeth.

PH172538 SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap 20,- 403.854.92
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DANDERYD dining table
Dining with traditions
A dinner table is the heart of the home. Our new traditional
DANDERYD dining table can create a homely feeling, while being
sturdy and long-lasting for everyday use. It’s been produced
with a modern technique where the table legs use metal tubes
that have been formed into a traditional shape without wasting
any material. With a white oak veneer top, the table is discreet
enough to find its place in many different homes.

PH172539 DANDERYD dining table 159,- 104.638.58
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The traditional legs of DANDERYD dining
table use metal tubes that have been shaped
without wasting any material.

PH172541 DANDERYD dining table 159,- 104.638.58
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SMÅSTAD system
A furniture family made for children
This month sees the launch of our new system for sleep and
storage in the children’s room. SMÅSTAD has been developed
with the child’s need and perspective as the starting point,
giving the child possibilities to play and interact with the
storage and develop own skills thanks to clever age-specific
accessories and functionalities. For example, new pull-out
units make storage easier and more accessible, also for small
children. The system has been especially developed for children
with rounded corners and soft closing hinges. Like all children’s
products at IKEA, the pieces have been emissions tested and
colours have been chemically tested.
The solutions that include a loft bed, changing table/desk,
wardrobes, drawers and shelves can grow with the child thanks
to the many possibilities to mix and match the different fronts.
Add a different personality through a variety of handles and
hooks in the range. Use it for a safe baby’s nursery or a teen’s
bedroom full of attitude, SMÅSTAD gives the options to get
creative with storage.
PH172610 SMÅSTAD wardrobe with pull-out unit 167,- W80×D55, H108cm. 193.884.16 SMÅSTAD bench with toy storage
65,- W90×D50, H48cm. 293.891.56 SMÅSTAD/PLATSA wardrobe 154,- W60×D55, H180cm. 693.986.82
Knobs, handles and bench pad not included in the price.
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PH172542 SMÅSTAD/PLATSA wardrobe 154,- W60×D55, H180cm. 693.986.82
BEGRIPA handle 2,99/2 pack. 804.461.15

Different fronts, including a blackboard one,
make it possible to personalise SMÅSTAD
solutions, while a pull-out unit gives easy
access to clothes when getting dressed.

PH172544 SMÅSTAD wardrobe with pull-out unit 3,99 W80×D55, H108cm. 193.884.16 PLOCKAR knob 3,99/2 pack.
204.461.23
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PH172545 UPPRYMD box 5,99 304.622.59 BÄNKKAMRAT bench pad 12,99
804.618.89

Choose between a range of great handles
and accessories when personalising
SMÅSTAD system.

PH172543 LAPPMES handle 5,99/2 pack. 404.461.22
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FYXNÄS lamps
Space lighting
A lamp from outer space has now landed in the IKEA range.
That is what comes to mind when trying to describe FYXNÄS
lamps and their surprising design in shape and colour.
The lamp shade uses a double layered knitted textile that gives
the light some character, especially with a suitable deco bulb.
There’s a turquoise floor and table lamp available, and also a
dark red table lamp – all are placed on metal tripod legs, which
are detachable so the lamp can be transported in a flat package.
Get ready for lift-off!

PH172549 FYXNÄS floor lamp 29,99 604.640.54
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PH172547 FYXNÄS table lamp 14,99 904.872.14

The unique shape of FYXNÄS lamps make
them decorative objects in their own right.

PH172548 FYXNÄS floor lamp 29,99 604.640.54
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SOLKLINT lamps
Create mood lighting
Like a jewel placed on the wall or hanging from the ceiling,
SOLKLINT lamps have a decorative design made in clear grey
glass and shiny brass. Whether as a pendant, table, wall or
ceiling lamp, they all spread a diffused warm mood light that
creates shadows on the wall. The beautiful traditional lamps can
fit perfectly in many places in the home where they contribute
to a great atmosphere.

PH172550 SOLKLINT pendant lamp 19,99 104.307.78
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TRUBBTÅG quilt cover
Dreaming in pleats
Make the bed with bedlinen featuring an interesting structure.
TRUBBTÅG quilt cover is made with pin tucks that create
decorative pleats. This lends a sophisticated look to the quilt
cover that’s made from a cotton and lyocell percale weave.

PH172551 TRUBBTÅG quilt cover and 2 pillowcases 49,99 404.821.05
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PH172553 TRUBBTÅG quilt cover and 2 pillowcases 49,99 404.821.05

TRUBBTÅG quilt cover features decorative
pin tuck pleats in the cotton and lyocell
percale weave.
PH172552 TRUBBTÅG quilt cover and 2 pillowcases 49,99 404.821.05
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ÅLANDSROT cushion
Cushions with a story
The floral pattern on ÅLANDSROT cushion is a design that has
been plucked from a treasure trove of textiles, tucked away in
The Musée de l’Impression sur Étoffes (The Museum of Printed
Textiles) in Mulhouse, France. The museum was founded in the
19th century and houses a wealth of inspiration for traditional
textiles to suit our modern world.
The pattern on ÅLANDSROT cushion with its beautiful red
tulips set against a dark blue background is from 1889. We
have made it into a classic jacquard woven cushion that adds
texture on a bed, armchair or sofa. It’s made from 40% cotton
from more sustainable sources and 60% recycled polyester. By
using recycled polyester in the fabric, we consume less new raw
materials and lower our environmental impact.

PH172554 ÅLANDSROT cushion 19,99 004.747.15
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Decorate with ÅLANDSROT cushion featuring
a tulip pattern from 1889 taken from the
archives of The Museum of Printed Textiles
in France.

PH172555 ÅLANDSROT cushion 19,99 004.747.15
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TILLTALANDE cushion cover
Handmade for a brighter future
Camels and palm trees are a common sight in Jordan. They
become an attractive pattern on TILLTALANDE cushion cover
that has been hand-embroidered in collaboration with Jordan
River Foundation. The social entrepreneur provides long-term
livelihood for female artisans, Jordanians as well as Syrian
refugees.
Each cushion is unique, telling the story of great handicraft
skills, modern design and of life-changing new opportunities.
When choosing TILLTALANDE you not only gain a beautiful
addition to your home – you contribute to a better everyday
life for more people.

PH172566 TILLTALANDE cushion cover 12,99 204.223.39
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Hand-embroidered by the female artisans
of Jordan River Foundation. When choosing
TILLTALANDE cushion cover you support
women in their efforts to earn a sustainable
income and develop their skills.

PH172565 TILLTALANDE cushion cover 12,99 204.223.39
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“I was a beautician in Syria.
Embroidering is a lot like
applying make-up. It’s an
art form that takes patience
and steady hands.”
Abeer Almnajed, refugee from Damascus
working for Jordan River Foundation creating
products for IKEA

PH163805
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PH173050

Designed to create jobs
The Jordan River Foundation (JRF) is a Jordanian nonprofit, non-governmental organisation established
in 1995 and chaired by Her Majesty Queen Rania Al
Abdullah. JRF has initiated numerous socioeconomic
projects for women, youth and children.
Since the refugee crisis began in 2011, Jordan, a
country of only 9 million people with high rates of
unemployment, has taken on great responsibility
hosting many of those who seek refuge. In 2017, IKEA
decided to collaborate with JRF, which has resulted
in the organisation employing over 250 new artisans,
Syrian refugees alongside Jordanians, producing
products sold at IKEA.
PH173051
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VARDAGEN frying pans
Welcoming carbon steel frying pans
Cooking lovers can now delight in a new series of frying pans
made in carbon steel. VARDAGEN frying pans consist of both
carbon and steel, giving similar qualities to cast iron but being
lighter weight and faster at reacting to temperature changes.
Carbon steel frying pans spread heat evenly and also release
a healthy amount of iron into the food. VARDAGEN frying pans
work well on all types of hobs, you can even pop them in the
oven, as the handle is full metal.
You can serve the dishes straight in the frying pans that range
from 13 to 28 cm in diameter. These are pans to enjoy for
many years to come, as they have a 25-year guarantee. Just
remember to season the pan from time to time to build up a
natural non-stick surface for cooking.

PH172651 VARDAGEN frying pans Ø13cm 9,99/each 004.612.37 Ø28cm 24,99 604.380.17
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PH172653 VARDAGEN frying pan 24,99 Ø28cm. 604.380.17

Made of carbon steel, VARDAGEN frying pans
spread heat evenly and release a healthy
amount of iron into the food.

PH172652 VARDAGEN frying pans 9,99/each Ø13cm. 004.612.37
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BACKIG mug
A more sustainable mug
Food always look delicious served on the dark black, glossy
BACKIG dinnerware. The series made from tempered glass
now sees the addition of a mug. The glass used in BACKIG is
made with surplus glass from other productions, which have
been melted together. This makes the series very resistant to
chipping and gives it the glossy dark surface.

PH172557 BACKIG mug 1,50/each 604.753.35
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The dark glossy BACKIG mug is made of
surplus glass from other productions,
making it a more sustainable mug.

PH172556 BACKIG mug 1,50 604.753.35
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KRINGGÅ set of four vases
Decorate with vases
Get creative with KRINGÅ set of four vases. These differently
shaped small vases can hold a single flower or twig, or be kept
as beautiful objects in their own right. There are many ways
of using them in your home decoration – line them up, group
them or use them as single vases.

PH172656 KRINGGÅ vase, set of 4 12,99 204.710.99
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KRINGGÅ set of four vases in different
shapes can be kept as beautiful objects in
their own right.

PH172655 KRINGGÅ vase, set of 4 12,99 204.710.99
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UPPLAGA dinnerware
Lay the table with traditions
The soft ruffled edge makes UPPLAGA dinnerware series stand
out. Now there’s a mug, serving plate and side plate joining
the series. The pieces are made of porcelain and have a rural,
rustic design. Go wholeheartedly all-in for the tradition – or mix
and match UPPLAGA with other porcelain. With the series, the
designer Ebba Strandmark wanted to make food look tastier on
the plates and encourage gatherings with close ones for special
moments.
“I love the moments when you meet with friends and family
around the dinner table – cook together, set the table, help
each other and share stories about the day or life. I would be
very happy if UPPLAGA, with its traditional, timeless design and
different features, can encourage more moments like these.”
Ebba Strandmark, designer

PH172559 UPPLAGA dinnerware. Side plate 3,- Ø22cm. 904.737.64 Serving plate 12,99 L44×W30cm. 204.737.67
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PH172561 UPPLAGA dinnerware. Side plate 3,- Ø22cm. 904.737.64
Serving plate 12,99 L44×W30cm. 204.737.67

Lay the table with the rural, rustic design
of UPPLAGA dinnerware series that now
includes a mug, serving plate and side plate.

PH172562 UPPLAGA mug 3,- 604.737.70
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LUSTIGKURRE baskets
Invite nature home
With our new natural fibre LUSTIGKURRE series of baskets,
IKEA continues to explore the potential of natural fibres by
introducing a new material – nipa palm stalk fibre. The long,
soft fibre isn’t only new to IKEA, we’re the first global retailer to
include it in our range.
“It’s one of the most sustainable materials there is. Since
it’s a living material it results in unique products – which is
another plus.”
Hao Nguyen Van, Material and Technology Engineer
LUSTIGKURRE series includes baskets and a magazine stand in
different designs using materials like nipa palm, jute, seagrass,
bamboo and water hyacinth. With the series, customers can
enjoy unique products made of a sustainable material that also
benefits the communities where the material is sourced.

PH172564 LUSTIGKURRE baskets. L25×W35, H20cm 12,99 804.573.35 W57×D57, H40cm 29,99 704.573.26
W30×D20, H35cm 12,99 704.573.31
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PH172488 LUSTIGKURRE basket 12,99 W30×D20, H35cm. 704.573.31

LUSTIGKURRE baskets are handmade by
skilled artisans in collaboration with our IKEA
designers, so no two products are exactly the
same.

PH172487 LUSTIGKURRE basket 29,99 W57×D57, H40cm. 704.573.26
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Black-painted bamboo has been used in this
LUSTIGKURRE basket with handles made of
the natural material jute.

PH172486 LUSTIGKURRE basket with handles 12,99 L25×W35, H20cm. 804.573.35
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“Nipa palm takes up large
areas in Southeast Asia, and
I’ve been thinking about ways
to use it in our production for
quite some time.”
Hao Nguyen Van, Material and Technology Engineer at
IKEA of Sweden

PH172492
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PH172489

Introducing nipa palm stalk
Nipa palm is a plant with soft fibres that are perfect
for hand-woven products. Today the locals use the
palm leaves for making roofs, but the stalks have no
commercial value. They’re left to decay, unless they’re
removed to make space for new leaves. By utilising
the stalks, the farmers get an additional income and
an incentive to plant even more of the fast-growing
palms. Something that also protects the soil from
saltwater intrusion.
“It’s a win-win. We can offer handmade, unique
products made of a sustainable material. And at the
same time be sure that the production also benefits the
communities where the material is sourced,”
Hao Nguyen Van, Material and Technology Engineer
at IKEA of Sweden.

PH172491
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PE778948

PE781832

PE784994

PE772273

PE780942

PE780921

SOLKLINT pendant lamp 19,99
Plastic, glass and nickel-plated steel.
Shade Ø22cm. H32cm. Brass/grey
clear glass 104.307.78

SOLKLINT table lamp 14,99 Plastic,
glass and nickel-plated steel. Shade
Ø16cm. H28cm. Brass/grey clear glass
704.642.75

KRINGGÅ vase, set of 4 12,99
Comprises: 1 vase (H7cm), 1 vase
(H9cm), 1 vase (H12cm) and 1 vase
(H14cm). Stoneware. Designer: Henrik
Preutz. White 204.710.99

TRUBBTÅG quilt cover and
pillowcase 29,99 85% cotton,
15% lyocell. Quilt cover W150×L200cm.
Pillowcase L50×W60cm. White
604.821.14

FYXNÄS floor lamp 29,99 Powder
coated steel and 100% polyester.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Shade
Ø45cm. H130cm. Turquoise
604.640.54

FYXNÄS table lamp 14,99 Powder
coated steel and 100% polyester.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø29, H44cm.
Turquoise 304.307.82

PE780914

PE778321

PE777675

PE772415

FYXNÄS table lamp 14,99 Powder
coated steel and 100% polyester.
Designer: Iina Vuorivirta. Ø29, H44cm.
Dark red 904.872.14

ÅLANDSROT rug, flatwoven
149,- Surface: 100% wool. Warp:
100% cotton. W133×L195cm. Black
104.839.03

ÅLANDSROT cushion 19,99 Cover:
cotton/polyester. Filling: duck
feathers. L50×W50cm. Dark blue/floral
patterned 004.747.15

ÅLANDSROT quilt cover and
pillowcase 29,99 85% cotton,
15% lyocell. Quilt cover W150×L200cm.
Pillowcase L50×W60cm. Grey/floral
patterned 904.783.04
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PE783801

PE783798

PE784983

PE0803592

PE783826

PE665489

UPPLAGA side plate 3,- Feldspar
porcelain. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
Ø22cm. White/patterned 904.737.64

UPPLAGA serving plate 12,99
Feldspar porcelain. Designer: Ebba
Strandmark. L44×W30cm. White/
patterned 204.737.67

UPPLAGA mug 3,- Feldspar porcelain.
Designer: Ebba Strandmark. H9cm.
45cl. White/patterned 604.737.70

BACKIG mug 1,50 Tempered glass.
Designer: P Amsell/B Berlin. H9cm.
37cl. Black 604.753.35

SALJEN wash-basin mixer tap 20,ABS plastic. H12cm. 403.854.92

TILLTALANDE cushion cover 12,99
100% cotton. Designer: Paulin
Machado. L50×W50cm. Camel
pattern/brown 204.223.39

PE786781

PE788313

PE788318

PE788328

KRISTINELUND mirror 24,99 Clear
lacquered rattan. W61×H50cm.
104.704.39

VARDAGEN frying pan 9,99 Steel.
Designer: Mikael Axelsson. Ø13cm.
004.612.37

VARDAGEN frying pan 17,99 Steel.
Designer: Mikael Axelsson. Ø20cm.
404.380.18

VARDAGEN frying pan 24,99 Steel.
Designer: Mikael Axelsson. Ø28cm.
604.380.17
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PE788094

PE788100

PE788099

PE788098

PE788093

PE788091

LUSTIGKURRE basket 29,99 Clear
lacquered dried plant parts and
natural fibres.W57×D57, H40cm.
Brown/nipa palm 704.573.26

LUSTIGKURRE magazine stand 9,99
Clear lacquered dried plant parts,
natural fibres and powder coated
steel. L35×W35, H32cm. Natural/black
504.573.32

LUSTIGKURRE basket 16,99 Clear
lacquered water hyacinth and
seagrass. W33×D46, H37cm. Natural
water hyacinth/seagrass 504.573.27

LUSTIGKURRE basket 9,99 Clear
lacquered dried plant parts, natural
fibres and powder coated steel.
W32×D33, H32cm. Natural water
hyacinth/seagrass 304.573.28

LUSTIGKURRE basket 19,99 Clear
lacquered seagrass. Ø40, H50cm.
Natural seagrass 304.573.33

LUSTIGKURRE basket 2,50 100% jute.
W25×D20, H33cm. Natural jute
104.573.29

PE788092

PE788101

PE788095

PE788096

LUSTIGKURRE basket 12,99 Clear
lacquered seagrass. W30×D20,
H35cm. Natural seagrass 704.573.31

LUSTIGKURRE basket with handles
12,99 Painted bamboo and 100% jute.
L25×W35, H20cm. Black 804.573.35

LUSTIGKURRE basket, set of 2 4,99
Stained bamboo. Black 104.573.34

LUSTIGKURRE basket with lid,
set of 2 12,99 Bamboo and painted
bamboo. Bamboo/turquoise
904.573.30
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PE776209

PE775706

PE776208

PE777719

PE782580

PE781214

PLOCKAR knob 3,99/2 pack. Clear
lacquered solid beech. Designer: Stina
Lanneskog. Ø49mm. 204.461.23

BEGRIPA handle, half-round
2,99/2 pack. Powder coated steel.
Designer: Johanna Jelinek. Hole
spacing 96mm. White 804.461.15

LAPPMES handle 5,99/2 pack.
Clear lacquered solid birch and
powder coated zinc. Designer: Stina
Lanneskog. Hole spacing 96mm.
404.461.22

BÄNKKAMRAT bench pad 12,99 Top
fabric: 52% polyester, 48% cotton.
Back fabric: 100% polypropylene.
Designer: Jennifer Idrizi. L90×W50cm.
3cm thick. Dot pattern 804.618.89

LÄTTHET hook and clip 2,-/2 pack.
Powder coated steel. Designer:
Johanna Jelinek. W50×D18, H47mm.
104.369.78

HÄNGIG label holder 3,-/5 pack.
Paper and PET plastic. Designer: Ola
Wihlborg. W6×D2, H6cm. 004.513.23
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